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Background & Motivation

Figure 4: Angular scattering indicatrix of Argon from smooth and degraded Kapton surfaces at 
incidence angles of 0o and 60o – simulated vs. experimental plots by Erofeev et. al [2].

Figure 5: Angular scattering indicatrix of Helium from an Aluminium surface at incidence angles 
of 0o , 45o and 60o – simulated vs. experimental plots by Erofeev et. al [2]. .

Figure 7: Aerodynamic model parameter fitting for 
density consistency at different instances in 
Swarm’s attitude maneuver [3].

Figure 6: Simulation of Swarm’s aerodynamic 
behavior at different attitudes using the 
ATHENS raytracing software.

Modelling Surface Roughness Scales Parameter Fitting with Swarm Maneuver

Key Take-Aways
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As the density of objects in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) increases, the accuracy of aerodynamic modelling 
becomes crucial. Existing models using simple one or two-parameter kernels for gas-surface 
interactions—assuming either diffuse or quasi-specular reflections—prove inadequate above 400 
km altitude, where the disparity between model predictions and experimental data, such as the 
drag coefficients from satellites STELLA and GRIDSPHERE, becomes evident. estimations over existing 
empirical models.

Figure 1: On the left: US Space Catalog orbital debris (2023). On the right: the modelled drag 
coefficient of a sphere vs. altitude, assuming diffuse reemission, for different solar 
conditions, plotted against drag coefficients of the STELLA and GRIDSPHERE satellites [1].
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Figure 3: Swarm geometry model for aerodynamic simulations, with representative assigned 
materials. These materials may show large levels of roughness.

Figure 4: The influence of surface roughness on the 3D scattering indicatrix of Helium, assuming 
a normal energy accommodation coefficient of 𝛼! = 0.2.

• Existing gas-surface interaction models cannot capture the aerodynamic behavior of RSOs 
at altitudes above 400 km, where Helium becomes significant;

• The neglection of the prominent geometric roughness spectrum of real surfaces (such as 
Kapton and aluminium) may constitute the root cause of disagreement with observations;

• A new model based on electromagnetic wave scattering theory can accurately recreate the 
experimental angular scattering indicatrices of several gases on rough surfaces at the 
expense of one extra parameter (𝜎/𝑇);

• By varying the gas incident angles, Swarm attitude maneuvers would prove very useful in 
fitting the parameters of this model, to enable more consistent neutral density 
measurements.
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The influence of geometric surface roughness on gas-surface dynamics, often overlooked, could 
account for observed discrepancies in data. A new kernel, 𝐾"(𝒏𝑳, 𝒗𝒊), rooted in electromagnetic 
wave scattering theory and paired with a local scattering kernel, 𝐾%(𝒗𝒊𝑳 → 𝒗𝒓𝑳) is proposed to 
address these roughness effects..
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where 𝑣. , 𝑣/, , 𝑣.# , 𝑣/#are the incident and reflected velocities in the global and local reference frames; 
and 𝑛% , 𝑛1  are the local and global normal vectors. When accounting for self-shadowing and multi-
reflections with the escape probability 𝑆 𝑣/ 𝑣.), the total scattering probability becomes empirical 
models.
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The Swarm satellite pair serves as an excellent testbed, through its variety of rough surface materials.
models.


